Smartzvn85 (10:04:54 PM): I heard something over the radio recently....
Smartzvn85 (10:05:19 PM): that British men are not good to date because most of them do not know what "foreplay" is
pd Rydia (10:05:24 PM): ...
pd Rydia (10:05:29 PM): I'm going to read that line aloud
Smartzvn85 (10:05:42 PM): XD
Smartzvn85 (10:05:53 PM): I want to know what the reaction is
pd Rydia (10:05:58 PM): Scott: of course we know what fucking foreplay is
pd Rydia (10:06:08 PM): Scott: that's when they make you tea
Smartzvn85 (10:06:17 PM): XD
NebbieQ (10:06:24 PM): So, tea is of the sexy, yes?
pd Rydia (10:06:42 PM): Scott: Of coruse tea is sexy! There's nothing sexier than tea
pd Rydia (10:06:47 PM): ...typo included
(10:07:10 PM) Jak Snide has entered the room.
Jak Snide (10:07:21 PM): Alright
NebbieQ (10:07:22 PM): Hey Jak, do you find tea to be incredibly sexy?
UltraRube (10:07:26 PM): Wait, Cho actually talks like that?
UltraRube (10:07:35 PM): Misspelled words and all?
pd Rydia (10:07:35 PM): yes. *nods*
Jak Snide (10:07:47 PM): It's the sexiest thing known to man, which is why Americans are all scum who can't have good sex even if they tried.
pd Rydia (10:07:52 PM): the speech bubbles above his head are sooo typo-ridden it's funny
UltraRube (10:08:00 PM): I would imagine.
UltraRube (10:08:15 PM): And I demand proof that Jak is better in the sack then I
pd Rydia (10:08:23 PM): ...
UltraRube (10:08:28 PM): Well I do.
pd Rydia (10:08:41 PM): o_o I'm taking no part in this.
Jak Snide (10:08:46 PM): Alright Rube.
UltraRube (10:08:48 PM): Well you're no fun.
Jak Snide (10:08:55 PM): Come Otakon, I'll prove this to you
Jak Snide (10:08:58 PM): =P
UltraRube (10:09:04 PM): Oh, I'll be there.
Jak Snide (10:09:14 PM): Bring the cream
Jak Snide (10:09:30 PM): I'll provide the tea
UltraRube (10:09:37 PM): And the sweetener?
Jak Snide (10:09:45 PM): And the sugar!
Jak Snide (10:09:49 PM): Fool. e_e
UltraRube (10:09:55 PM): ...you sick fuck.
Smartzvn85 (10:10:03 PM): ...heheh.
Jak Snide (10:10:08 PM): Hey, just because I boldly go where no yank has gone before...

